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About This Game

What would you say regarding what you have been through; happenstance, or result of your actions ?

Our main character, Nil, is a professional thief. She makes contracts and brings whatever the employers want; but things don't
always go smoothly of course. Her next task is to steal a red pouch. Nil is staying at a hotel outside of the town and sees this
situation as a golden opportunity. The strange feeling that she has had since she arrived at the hotel will not prove her wrong.
What she experiences after stealing the pouch is very traumatic for her. While she cannot make sense of what is happening

around her, she still wants to finish the task. Help Nil steal the pouch and figure out what is happening at the hotel.

Features:

Amazing Horror Atmosphere

Advanced Artificial Intelligence

In-game Operating System

Hide And Seek
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Title: GHOUL
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Miracle Studio
Publisher:
Miracle Studio
Release Date: 5 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 Bit

Processor: 2.2 GHz Quad Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GTX 470 or ATI Radeon HD 6870 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Simplified Chinese,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Turkish,Ukrainian,Polish
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I mean... wow. What makes this game 22$? (CAD) Awful English voice acting and subtitles, I mean it's easy to get by if that
was the only thing wrong but, I start into the game and im driving like RE7, but up to a hotel. I guess I got out because im not in
the car anymore, go to touch my mouse and instant whiplash of motion blur and insane sensitivity. Turn down the sensitivity but
I don't see an option for motion blur... um.. ok. Sensitivity or mouse control rather just feel bad even with low sensitivity, and
yea, the graphics aren't anything special. Inside the hotel (the only stage I got to before getting bugged out and refunding) was
nearly symmetrical and had an elevator for what appeared to be 2 floors that seemed like they would be faster to run up and
down (as you have infinit sprint, sprinting inside a hotel btw), I need a wifi password as the next objective and then i see an e-
mail with a picture of my target. It says I need to steal his key but my character says 'I hope hes still sleeping' I don't know
whether she means the guest or I need to steal something from the guy at the front. I go to the front and hes sleeping, start
walking around, and then he wakes up and I get a 'MISSION FAILED' across my screen in black and white and puts my back
into my room. The MISSION FAILED does not go away, the black and white does, but the blur of everything behind the
MISSION FAILED text doesn't go away either. I go downstairs again with this text across my screen and again he wakes up and
it resets me to my room with the text still there. Nice bug.. I was looking for a good horror game, maybe some jumpscares, I
don't like to give negative reviews but almost nothing happens...it doesn't even create the atmosphere of fear and the graphics
are really outdated, which I usually surpass when is an indie game...but when nothing is what I get when they promise an horror
game experience...it's frustrating. Getting a refund. Sorry.
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